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Abstract
A series of mini-antibodies (monovalent and bivalent Fabs) targeting the conserved internal trimeric coiled-coil of the Nheptad repeat (N-HR) of HIV-1 gp41 has been previously constructed and reported. Crystal structures of two closely related
monovalent Fabs, one (Fab 8066) broadly neutralizing across a wide panel of HIV-1 subtype B and C viruses, and the other
(Fab 8062) non-neutralizing, representing the extremes of this series, were previously solved as complexes with 5-Helix, a
gp41 pre-hairpin intermediate mimetic. Binding of these Fabs to covalently stabilized chimeric trimers of N-peptides of HIV1 gp41 (named (CCIZN36)3 or 3-H) has now been investigated using X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy, and a
variety of biophysical methods. Crystal structures of the complexes between 3-H and Fab 8066 and Fab 8062 were
determined at 2.8 and 3.0 Å resolution, respectively. Although the structures of the complexes with the neutralizing Fab
8066 and its non-neutralizing counterpart Fab 8062 were generally similar, small differences between them could be
correlated with the biological properties of these antibodies. The conformations of the corresponding CDRs of each
antibody in the complexes with 3-H and 5-Helix are very similar. The adaptation to a different target upon complex
formation is predominantly achieved by changes in the structure of the trimer of N-HR helices, as well as by adjustment of
the orientation of the Fab molecule relative to the N-HR in the complex, via rigid-body movement. The structural data
presented here indicate that binding of three Fabs 8062 with high affinity requires more significant changes in the structure
of the N-HR trimer compared to binding of Fab 8066. A comparative analysis of the structures of Fabs complexed to
different gp41 intermediate mimetics allows further evaluation of biological relevance for generation of neutralizing
antibodies, as well as provides novel structural insights into immunogen design.
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highly conserved regions within the HIV envelope glycoprotein,
which is formed by trimerization of the gp120-gp41 heterodimer.
Following CD4 and co-receptor binding to gp120, there are
structural changes in gp41 that ultimately lead to membrane
fusion, making gp41 an attractive target for immunogen design. A
number of antibodies directed to the gp41 region have been
discovered and their binding to gp41 has been characterized using
X-ray crystallography [1–3] and cryo-electron microscopy [4,5]. It
has been shown that the potency of Fabs and/or scFvs was
generally higher than of the corresponding complete antibody

Introduction
The envelope of HIV-1 and, particularly, its most conserved
region, the transmembrane protein gp41 which mediates membrane fusion during viral entry into the host cell, has been for
decades a target of extensive efforts involving structural and
biophysical research, drug design, and immunogen design.
Nevertheless, new properties of gp41 are still being discovered
through continuing studies. The membrane proximal region
(MPER) of gp41, as well as the N- and C-terminal helices are
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study we describe the structures of the complexes of 3-H with Fabs
8066 and 8062 in which one molecule of 3-H was bound to three
Fabs, as well as biophysical properties of such complexes.

molecules, suggesting that crowding around the epitope might
impose spacial constraints [3].
In previous studies [6,7] we characterized a series of broadly
neutralizing mini-antibodies (monovalent and bivalent Fabs)
derived from the HuCAL GOLD synthetic human combinatorial
antibody library [8], comprising more than 1010 human specificities, by panning against the chimeric HIV-1 gp41-derived
construct NCCG-gp41 [9]. It is of interest to note that the heavy
chain of the originally selected Fab is encoded by the master gene
that corresponds to the sequence of the VH1-69 gene shared by
the D5 antibody [1] isolated from the naı̈ve human B-cell library
(VH1-69*01) and the HK-20 antibody [3] derived from an
immortalized memory B cell (VH1-69*05) of an HIV-1-infected
individual. These three antibodies, although derived from
unrelated sources using different selection procedures, were found
to be directed against the same conformational epitope that
includes a hydrophobic pocket on the N terminal helix of gp41.
This VH gene was also found to be preferentially used in the
immune responses directed against coreceptor-binding site of HIV
gp120, as well as HCV E2 [10]. The initially identified parental
Fab 3674 was subjected to affinity maturation against the NCCGgp41 antigen using targeted diversification of the CDR-H2 loop.
This procedure resulted in significant enhancement of HIV-1
neutralization properties of the new antibodies, both in terms of
potency and neutralization breadth, over standardized panels of
envelope glycoproteins (Envs) from contemporary primary isolates
of HIV-1 subtypes B and C [7]. However, in some instances the
neutralization properties of very closely related Fabs varied widely
and were not necessarily correlated with their affinity to the target
antigen [7].
We previously reported crystal structures of the complexes of
two Fabs representing the extremes of this series in terms of their
neutralization properties with a chimeric protein 5-Helix [11],
derived from the ectodomain of HIV-1 gp41 [2]. One of the
antibodies, Fab 8066, was broadly neutralizing, while the other,
Fab 8062, was non-neutralizing. These two Fabs were structurally
almost identical, differing only in four residues located in their
CDR H2 (I53L, T56F, T57A, and N58V for 8066 and 8062,
respectively). Although both Fabs 8066 and 8062 are able to bind
to the exposed trimer of N-helices with similarly high affinity [7],
their ability to bind to the 5-Helix construct differs by two orders
of magnitude [2], and that difference is correlated with their
neutralizing activity. Analysis of the structural data suggests that,
as a consequence of spatial and steric restraints, the internal N-HR
trimeric coiled-coil of gp41 may never be fully exposed during
HIV-1 entry, or that the six-helix bundle may be formed
sequentially in a step-wise manner, and that the key to
neutralization lies in the ability of the Fab or antibody to compete
with binding of C-HR helices, required to form the six-helix
bundle of gp41. However, all modeling performed by us [2] or by
others [3] was based on experimentally derived structures that
contained only a single Fab molecule bound to 5-Helix, thus any
interactions between multiple antibody molecules bound to their
targets could only be assumed.
In order to extrapolate the dynamics of the antibody/antigen
complex formation and to enhance our understanding by
structural insights into the intrinsic properties of the antibody/
antigen complexes, a family of covalently stabilized chimeric Npeptides was chosen for further structural studies and potential
future rounds of affinity maturation [12,13]. Purification was
optimized for the (CCIZN36)3 peptide (called 3-H throughout this
paper) that exposes, in a stable manner, the complete N-HR
internal trimeric coiled coil of gp41. 3-H is a disulfide-linked
trimer that includes three copies of the N-HR helix of gp41. In this
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
To examine the binding of Fabs 8066 and 8062 to an exposed
trimer of N-helices, an expression construct for the stabilized NHR trimer mimetic 3-H was designed and the peptide was
expressed and purified. Characterization of the binding of three
Fab molecules to the 3-H, as well as investigation of the properties
of the resulting complexes, were carried out using a combination
of biophysical and structural techniques.

Expression and Purification of the Chimeric Peptide,
CCIZN36
The chimeric peptide CCIZN36 uses a isoleucine zipper (IZ;
[14]) to aid in the formation and stabilization of a trimeric coiled
coil of gp41 N-HR helices. A comparison of the numbering
scheme utilized previously and in this work is shown in Table S1 in
File SI. The expression vector was constructed essentially as
described using the thioredoxin protein as a fusion partner to aid
expression and disulfide bridge formation [15]. Fusion protein was
expressed and purified by affinity chromatography, followed by
thrombin cleavage and elution of the disulfide-linked 3-H. The
resulting peptide was further purified by reverse-phase chromatography and molecular weight and disulfide formation was
verified by mass-spectrometry and SDS gel electrophoresis (see
Methods, Fig. S1 in File SI).

The gp41 Mimetic (CCIZN36)3 (3-H) and Fabs are
Monodisperse
Sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out to
characterize the various 3-H and antibody preparations. C(s)
sedimentation profiles for different preparations of the 3-H at
concentrations of 2–6 mM showed the presence of a single species
at 1.8260.02 S having an estimated molar mass of 22.062.5 kDa,
consistent with the presence of a cross-linked trimer
(Mcalc = 22,683 Da) (Fig. 1A). Based on the integrated interference
signal obtained from sedimentation experiments, we noted that
spectrophotometric absorbances at 280 nm were not always a
reliable indicator of the true 3-H concentration. This is most likely
due to the adsorption of 3-H on the surface of the cuvette, and
when possible we used concentrations inferred from the sedimentation experiments. Samples of the 8062 and 8066 Fabs at 1.4 and
1.7 mM, respectively, showed the presence of a single, monodisperse species consistent with a Fab monomer. Fab 8062 had a
sedimentation coefficient of 3.5660.01 S and an estimated molar
mass of 4664 kDa (Mcalc = 48,879 Da), whereas the Fab 8066 had
a sedimentation coefficient of 3.5560.01 S and a mass of
4962 kDa (Mcalc = 48,878 Da) (Fig. 1A).

3-H Forms a High Affinity Complex with Three Fab
Molecules
To determine the stoichiometry of 3-H to the two Fabs,
sedimentation experiments were carried out on the purified
complexes formed with Fabs 8062 and 8066. In both cases, a
single complex in which three Fabs were bound to a single 3-H
was observed. For Fab 8062, the complex was characterized by a
sedimentation coefficient of 6.2760.06 S and an estimated molar
mass of 146615 kDa (Mcalc = 169,321 Da) (Fig. 1B). No evidence
for complex dissociation was observed in the concentration range
studied (0.15–1.5 mM), indicative of a high affinity interaction.
2
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Figure 1. Characterization of the 3-H, the Fab 8066 and Fab 8062 and their complexes by analytical ultracentrifugation. (A)
Sedimentation c(s) distributions for the 3-H at 6 mM (green), the Fab 8062 at 1.4 mM (blue) and the Fab 8066 at 1.7 mM (red). (B) Sedimentation c(s)
distributions for a purified (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex at loading concentrations of 0.66 (blue), 0.33 (red) and 0.15 mM (green). (C) Sedimentation c(s)
distributions for a purified (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex at loading concentrations of 0.4 (blue), 0.2 (red) and 0.1 mM (green). All data are based on
sedimentation velocity data collected at 50 krpm and 25.0uC using the absorbance optical system at 230 nm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g001

S2 in File SI). In the case of the Fab 8062 complex a Kd1 of
10.062.0 nM was obtained, whereas in the case of the 8066
antibody complex data were best-fit with a Kd1 of 5.061.0 nM.

Similarly, in the case of Fab 8066, a single complex at 6.3860.06
S with a molar mass of 15067 kDa was observed, consistent with
the binding of three antibody molecules (Mcalc = 169,318 Da)
(Fig. 1C). As in the case of the complex formed with Fab 8062, no
significant dissociation was observed in the studied concentration
range of 0.1–1.0 mM.

Determination of the Binding Enthalpy
ITC experiments were carried out to determine the binding
enthalpies. The results were analyzed in SEDPHAT utilizing the
binding affinities obtained from the fluorescence dilution data. As
reliable heats of injection could only be obtained at low
micromolar concentration of 3-H, these experiments are essentially carried out in a regime where stoichiometric binding occurs,
providing for a good measure of the binding enthalpy. Even
though we observe stoichiometric binding, the isotherms still show
significant curvature, reflecting the 9-fold range of macroscopic
affinities (Kd1, Kd2 and Kd3) in the absence of any cooperativity.
The global analysis of two ITC experiments for the titration of Fab
8062 leads to a binding enthalpy DH(AB) of 29.260.2 kcal mol21
(Fig. 5B). These fits require that only 82–85% of the expected
trimer concentration be active, once more highlighting the
previously noted problems with reliably determining the concentration of the 3-H. A titration of the Fab 8066 leads to a binding
enthalpy DH(AB) of 211.160.2 kcal mol21 (Fig. 4B), but this
necessitates that only 42% of the trimer be active for binding.

Evidence for the Lack of Cooperativity
To ascertain whether the interaction of the three Fab molecules
with the 3-H shows any form of positive or negative cooperativity,
a series of sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out
with increasing amounts of Fabs added to a solution of the 3-H.
The c(s) profiles obtained show the population of intermediate
species with complete formation of the saturated trimer-antibody
6.53 S complex only at stoichiometric amounts of antibody (1
trimer :3 antibodies), illustrating the absence of any strong positive
or negative cooperativity of binding (Fig. 2). Analysis of Fab 8066/
3-H complexes by cryo-electron microscopy establishes the
presence of complexes with 0, 1, 2 or 3 bound Fab molecules,
confirming the results from the sedimentation experiments (Fig. 3).
These data further support a 3:1 Fab to 3-H stoichiometry as the
complete complex is observed with three equivalents of antibody.
These data are also consistent with a high affinity interaction as
free antibody is only observed beyond saturation. Based on these
observations and subsequent global modeling (see below), we
conclude that antibody binding occurs without any strong positive
or negative cooperativity.

Global Data Analysis
To reconcile the observations made by sedimentation velocity
with the fluorescence dilution and ITC experiments, weighted
average sedimentation coefficient (sw) isotherms based on data
shown in Fig. 2 were constructed and analyzed globally. In the
case of Fab 8066, a global analysis of the ITC, fluorescence and
sedimentation data results in a Kd1 affinity of 4.3 nM (68%
confidence interval of 2.0–7.9 nM) with a reasonably good fit
(Fig. 4). Similarly, in the case of Fab 8062, a global analysis results
in an indistinguishable Kd1 affinity of 4.2 nM (68% confidence
interval of 1.1–10.2 nM) (Fig. 5). Sedimentation coefficients for the
trimer (1.82 S, Fig. 1A), Fab (3.55 S, Fig. 1A) and ABBB complex
(6.53 S, Fig. 2A) were fixed in these analyses.
In summary, the sedimentation velocity, ITC and fluorescence
experiments support a high affinity interaction of Fabs 8062 and

Determination of the Binding Affinity
To determine the binding affinity of the Fabs for the 3-H,
experiments were carried out at a concentration range spanning
the expected affinity of interaction, utilizing the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence provided by the unlabeled 3-H and the Fabs.
Signal differences between emissions at 325 and 355 nm were
exploited in order to maximize the information provided through
the observed blue shift. Dilutions of the purified complexes were
carried out and data were analyzed in terms of a non-cooperative
A+B+B+B interaction. An analysis of these dilution experiments
results in essentially identical binding affinities (Figs. 4A, 5A, Fig.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 2. Fab 8066 and 8062 titrations. (A) Sedimentation c(s) distributions for samples containing 2.4 mM of the 3-H and 2.1 (red), 4.3 (green),
6.4 (purple) and 8.5 mM (blue) of added Fab 8066. (B) Sedimentation c(s) distributions for samples containing 2.0 mM of the 3-H and 1.2 (red), 2.4
(green), 4.8 (purple), 6.0 (blue) and 7.2 mM (gray) of added Fab 8062. In both cases the actual amount of CCIZN36 was estimated from the integral
contribution of the complex at saturation. Profiles presented are based on sedimentation velocity data collected at 50 krpm and 25.0uC using the
absorbance optical system at 280 nm. Similar profiles were observed using the interference optics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g002

8066 with the 3-H. Based on the global analysis presented, which
brings together independent observables from calorimetric,
fluorescence and sedimentation experiments [16], there is no
evidence for either a strong positive or strong negative cooperativity of binding, although one cannot definitively rule out weak
cooperative effects that would be difficult to define using current
methods.

Comparison of the Complexes of Fab 8062 and 8066 with
3-H
A comparative analysis of the structures of the complexes of
Fabs 8066 and 8062 with 3-H is complicated by the fact that the
individual differences in the interactions of a single antibody with
the antigen may propagate into the secondary layer of variations in
the structures of the trimer of the complexes upon its formation,
through interactions between crystallographically related molecules. A straightforward approach to compare the structures by
performing an overall superimposition of the two complexes using
all Ca atoms (with programs such as Align [18] or SSM [19]
yielded very inconclusive results (Fig. 8A; for clarity, only a single
Fab molecule is shown), because all differences were averaged for
both counterparts and spread between 3-H and the Fabs. In a
superposition with Align the maximum Ca-Ca distance is 2.8 Å
and the rms deviation is 1.2 Å for 1407 Ca atom pairs. We found
that more interpretable data could be obtained when a comparative analysis of the structures described here, as well as a
comparison with the previously determined structures of the same
antibodies complexed to 5-Helix ([2]; PDB codes 3MA9 and
3MAC, respectively), are performed by addressing the individual
components of the complexes separately.
Superposition of two complexes based on Ca coordinates of 3H molecules does not lead to accurate superposition of the
antibodies (Fig. 8B). Such a phenomenon was previously observed
in the complexes of Fabs 8066 and 8062 with 5-Helix (Fig. 3b–d in
Ref. [2]). That observation suggests that, upon complex formation,
structural differences in the CDR H2 of the two antibodies induce
changes in their orientation towards both 3-H and 5-Helix.
Altogether, the respective Fab molecules in these four complexes
were rotated relative to each other (Fig. 8C), and such a rotation
angle in reality defines the differences in the mutual orientation of
two axes: the pseudo 2-fold axis relating the VL and VH chains of
the variable domain, and the three-fold symmetry axis of the 3-H
molecule in the crystals of both complexes. The extent of rotation
was evaluated by selecting the variable domains of the Fabs of the

Crystal Structures of the Complexes of Fabs 8066 and
8062 with 3-H
The crystal structures of Fabs 8066 and 8062 complexed to 3-H
were determined at 2.8 and 3.0 Å resolution, respectively (Table 1).
Examples of the electron density for the fragments comprising
CDRs H2 and N-HR helices in both complexes are shown in
Fig. 6. Both Fabs bind to 3-H with a molar ratio 3:1. Although 3H is a single molecule consisting of three helices covalently linked
with disulfide bridges, the asymmetric unit of the crystal contained
only one of these helices and a single Fab. The 3-H molecule is
located on a three-fold symmetry axis of the crystal, creating a
crystallographic trimer consisting of complete 3-H and three Fabs.
An overall view of these complexes superimposed on the basis of
the Ca coordinates of the helices of 3-H is shown in Fig. 7. The
epitope on CCIZN36 that is recognized by both antibodies is
generally the same as was described in the complexes with 5-Helix
[2]. In the crystals of both complexes the 3-H molecules are
packed in a head-to-tail fashion, forming extended helical rods
(Fig. S3A in File SI) with perfect hydrogen bonding between the
main chain atoms of the first helical turn of one molecule and the
last helical turn of the next one (Fig. S3B in File SI). Although
formation of infinite helical rods in crystals has been previously
noted when molecules containing long helices had been crystallized [17], such continuity of the interactions is not very common.
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Figure 3. Projection cryo-electron microscopic image from specimens of gp41-Fab 8066. The complexes were vitrified at a concentration
of ,0.2 mg/ml. Examples of putative complexes with Fab occupancies of 0, 1, 2, or 3 are highlighted in the boxed regions. Data were collected on an
FEI Titan Krios electron microscope, operated at 80 kV, with the images recorded on a Falcon II direct electron detector. The black bar corresponds to
50 nm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g003

Figure 4. The interaction of the Fab 8066 with 3-H. Solid lines show the global best-fit to a non-cooperative A+B+B+B interaction in which the
trimer A has three symmetric binding sites. A global analysis of the data results in a Kd1 affinity of 4.3 nM. (A) Binding affinity of Fab 8066 to the 3-H.
Corrected fluorescence intensity differences (325–355 nm) as a function of the complex concentration in a dilution experiment using a (Fab 8066)3/3H trimer complex previously characterized by sedimentation velocity (Fig. X1C). (B) Binding enthalpy of Fab 8066 to the 3-H. Isothermal titration
calorimetry data for the titration of 19 mM Fab 8066 into a solution containing 1.77 mM trimer. (C) Interference sw isotherm (magenta) and absorbance
sw (purple) isotherm (Fig. 2A) data along with the best-fits obtained in a global analysis of the data sets shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g004
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Figure 5. The interaction of the Fab 8062 with (CCIZN36)3. Solid lines show the global best-fit to a non-cooperative A+B+B+B interaction in
which the trimer A has three symmetric binding sites. A global analysis of the data returns a Kd1 affinity of 4.2 nM. (A) Binding affinity of 8062 for the
3-H. Corrected fluorescence intensity differences (325–355 nm) as a function of the complex concentration in a dilution experiment using a Fab 8062/
3-H complex previously characterized by sedimentation velocity (Fig. X1B). (B) Binding enthalpy of 8062 for the 3-H. Isothermal titration calorimetry
data for the titration of 18 mM 8062 into a solution containing 0.67 mM (blue) or 1.00 mM (cyan) trimer. (C) Interference sw isotherm (magenta) and
absorbance sw (purple) isotherm (Fig. 2B) data along with the best-fits obtained in a global analysis of the data sets shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g005

angles were 169u for Fab 8066 and 166u for Fab 8062. The elbow
angles were very significantly different in the complexes with 3-H
(123u and 126u, respectively). Superposition based on b-sheet
frameworks of the antibodies also amplifies the fine variations in
the conformation of respective CDRs in two complexes, in a
manner described by [23].
To verify that the requirement for Fabs 8066 and 8062 to adopt
a different orientation upon binding to gp41 mimetics represents
intrinsic properties of these antibodies, we carried out two
modeling experiments. First, by superposing the respective bsheet frameworks we have oriented a single Fab 8062 molecule
(HL) into the orientation of the corresponding molecule of Fab
8066 in the complex with 3-H. Next, we applied the crystallographic symmetry operations of the Fab 8062 complex unit cell to
the coordinates of Fab 8062 molecule rotated as above. This
operation resulted in the creation of the complex that had very
loose packing, with almost no interactions between the Fab
molecules (Fig. 9A). In the second model the complex was created
by applying the unit cell symmetry operators of Fab 8066 to the
rotated molecule of Fab 8062. The resulting trimer revealed
substantial clashes between the Fab molecules, as well as between
the individual antibodies and the helices of 3-H (Fig. 9B).
Results of the modeling described above suggest that the
changes in the orientation of Fabs 8066 and 8062 upon binding to
3-H are needed to create complexes in which packing of the
individual components is optimal. Thus, variations in the

complexes and superimposing them with the program SSM [19],
embedded within Coot [20]). The rotation angle was subsequently
extracted from the rotation matrix. The rotation angle between
the variable domains of Fab 8066 in the complexes with 5-Helix
and 3-H was 8.0u, whereas the respective angle for Fab 8062 was
10.1u. In the complexes with 3-H the rotation angle between the
variable domains of Fabs 8062 and 8066 was 5.5u.
The differences in the orientation of two antibody molecules can
be corrected by applying a rigid body shift to the Fab 8062 b-sheet
framework of a single molecule (HL) in the position relative to the
b-sheet framework of a corresponding Fab 8066 molecule in the
complexes with 3-H. That approach leads to very accurate overall
superposition of the variable domains of one Fab out of three per
complex (Fig. S4 in File SI). The figure also shows that, as
expected, the other two Fabs are not accurately superimposed, and
neither are the helices of 3-H. When the structures of Fabs 8066
and 8062 in the complexes with 5-Helix are brought into the same
orientation, more significant differences in the structure of the
three N-HR helices of the 5-Helix construct are revealed (Fig. 8D).
The latter figure also shows substantial variations in the elbow
angles of the antibodies in the four complexes. The elbow angles
(defined as the angle between the pseudo 2-fold axes relating VL to
VH of the variable domain, and CL to CH1 of the constant
domain [21]) of the 8066 and 8062 Fabs complexed with 5-Helix
and 3-H were calculated using the elbow_angle script of the
program PyMol [22]. In the complexes with 5-Helix [2] these

Figure 6. Electron density for the fragments of the structure comprising CDRs H2 of the Fabs and N helices of 3-H. The 2Fo-Fc maps
are contoured at 1.0 s and are shown for the fragments of N helices comprising residues 571–575, and for CDRs H2 (residues 51–57). A) (Fab 8066)3/
3-H. Fab is green and 3-H is blue. B) (Fab 8062)3/3-H. Fab is yellow and 3-H is orange.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g006
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Table 1. Crystallographic data collection and refinement.

H3/Fab 8066

H3/Fab 8062

Space group

P321

P321

Molecules/a.u.

1 Fab, 1 helix of H-3 1 Fab, 1 helix of H-3

Unit cell a = b, c (Å)

104.4, 104.4, 97.1

106.8, 106.8, 98.5

Resolution (Å)*

50.0-2.8 (2.9-2.8)

50.0-3.0 (3.05-3.0)

Rmerge{

6.3 (32.8)

9.4 (41.0)

No. of reflections (measured/
unique)

101,080/14,235

88,257/13,242

Data collection

,I/sI.

23.4 (2.1)

20.5 (1.6)

Completeness (%)

94.6 (62.7)

94.4 (63.7)

Redundancy

7.3 (2.0)

6.1 (1.8)

Refinement
Resolution (Å)

Figure 7. Overall view of the superimposed (Fab)3/3-H
complexes. Each complex used for superposition was generated by
the application of its own crystal symmetry and only the Ca coordinates
of the helices of 3-H were superimposed. The (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex
is shown in red and the (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex in blue.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g007
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Comparison of the Corresponding CDRs in Two 3-H
Complexes
Although the presence of three bound Fabs influences the
structure of the 3-H molecule significantly, the interactions within
the N-HR helix/Fab interface are mostly preserved (Table S2).
The differences in the conformations of corresponding CDRs in
two complexes can be easily seen in Fig. 10A, where two
antibodies are oriented identically, by superimposing the b-sheet
frameworks of their variable domains. Overall, the CDRs H2, L1
and L3 adopt different conformations in the two complexes, while
the conformations of the CDRs H1, H3 and L2 are quite similar.
CDR H2 has the longest interaction interface with CCIZN36
comprising residues L565–R579 of helix A plus residues V570,
I573, K574, Q577 and L581 of helix B of 3-H (helix Nc in the 5Helix complex). CDR H2 is the only one out of the six variable
loops that makes contacts with two N-HR helices, whereas the
CDRs H1, H3, L1, and L3 interact with only one N-HR helix
(Fig. 10A,B). When this observation is combined with the fact that
CDRs H2 are the only CDRs with a different sequence in the two
antibodies, it seems reasonable to suggest, that the interactions of
these particular CDRs with CCIZN36 have the most profound
effect on the structure of 3-H compared to the others. Comparison
of the interactions of the CDR H2 residues in the two complexes
reveals contacts between four pairs of residues (F54/L565, T56/
I573, T57/Q575, N58/W571), that are unique to the Fab 8066
complex, as opposed to two interacting pairs of residues (F56/
I580, Q64/R579) unique to the Fab 8062 complex (Table S2).
CDRs H1 and H3 have very similar conformations in the two
complexes interacting with the same set of the CCIZN36 residues
in both complexes with a few more contacts in the Fab 8066
complex (Table S2). They interact with a similar segment of helix
A, approaching the latter from two different sides. CDR H1
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Rmerge = ghgi|Ii-ÆIæ|/ghgiIi, where Ii is the observed intensity of the i-th
measurement of reflection h, and ÆIæ is the average intensity of that reflection
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R = gIFo|-|FcI/g|Fo|, where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated
structure factors, respectively, calculated for all data. Rfree was defined in ref.
[43].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.t001
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interacts with the two residues near the middle of the Fab/
CCIZN36 interface (H564 and L568 in helix A). Similarly, CDR
H3 makes contacts with residues Q563–W571 of the same helix. It
is also of interest that the conformation of CDR H3 is supported
by multiple interactions within a cluster of aromatic residues
(Fig. 10C), composed of residues from three CDRs: Y95, F96,
Y100B, F100D of CDR H3, Y36 of CDR L1, and W91 and F98
of CDR L3.
Two out of three CDRs of the light chains of the Fabs interact
with CCIZN36. CDRs L2 do not interact with the antigen in
either complex, and hence their conformations are quite similar
(Fig. 10A). The conformations of the CDRs L1 and L3 vary in the
two complexes due to differences in the interactions of the residues
comprising them (Fig. 10A). In both complexes CDRs L1 are
involved in interactions with the 71–74 loop of a neighboring
antibody, although the number of contacts in the Fab 8062
complex is significantly larger (Table S2). CDR L1 also interacts in
a similar way in both complexes with the residues Trp571 and
Lys574 of helix A, but it makes additional contacts with the C-HR
helix in the complexes with 5-Helix. CDR L3 interacts with a
neighboring antibody only in the Fab 8066 complex. CDR L3 has
7
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Figure 8. Different superpositions of the complexes of two Fabs with 3-H and 5-Helix. (A) Overall superposition of the complexes was
generated by superimposing the Ca coordinates of 3 Fabs and 3-H with the program Align. For clarity, only a single Fab of each complex is shown
(Fab 8066/3-Hcomplex in red, Fab 8062/3-H complex in blue). (B) Superposition as in A, but based on the Ca atoms of 3-H. (C) A ribbon diagram of
(Fab 8066)3/3-H complex (shown in red), (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex (shown in blue), Fab 8066/5-Helix complex (shown in green) and Fab 8062/5-Helix
complex (shown in yellow) superimposed based on Ca coordinates of 3 N-HR helices. (D) Superposition of single Fabs in the complexes with 3-H and
5-Helix based on Ca atoms of the b-sheet framework of variable domains. (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex is red, (Fab 8062)3/3-Hcomplex is blue, Fab 8066/
5-Helix complex is green, and Fab 8062/5-Helix complex is yellow. Only the N-HR helices of 5-Helix are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g008

a relatively short interaction interface with CCIZN36 towards the
C-terminal end of the epitope, between Trp571 and Ala578 of
helix A, with a similar number of contacts in the two complexes. In

addition, in the complexes with 5-Helix two residues of CDR L3,
Ser93 and Met94, interact with residues of the C-HR helix.

Figure 9. Different orientation of the Fab b-sheet frameworks in (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex in relation to the 3-fold axis of symmetry
of 3-H are obligatory. (A) A single Fab of the (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex was superimposed on a corresponding Fab of (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex
using the Ca traces of the b-sheet of the variable domains (superimposed Fabs shown in purple), then (Fab 8062)3/3-H complexes were created using
crystallographic symmetry operations of the Fab 8062 complex unit cell (shown in blue), or crystallographic symmetry operations of the Fab 8066
complex unit cell (shown in red). (B) (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex created using the crystallographic symmetry operations of the Fab 8066 complex unit
cell shows multiple clashes between the side chains of the Fab 8062 (red) and 3-H (gray).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g009
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Figure 10. Comparison of the antigen-antibody interactions of single Fabs 8066 and 8062 in the complexes with 3-H and 5-Helix.
Fabs were superimposed using the Ca traces of the b-sheet framework of the variable domains. CDRs and N-HR helices of the complexes of Fab 8066
with 3-H and 5-Helix are shown in red and green, respectively, while the corresponding fragments of the complexes of Fab 8062 are blue and yellow.
(A) Superposition of all CDRs in two complexes with 3-H. (B) Contacts between CDRs H2 and two 2 N-HR helices in the four complexes. (C) A similar
conformation of CDR H3 in the four complexes is stabilized by a cluster of aromatic residues from CDRs H3, L1 and L3. Residues F96, Y100B, and
F100D of CDR H3 are displayed, but, for clarity, are not labeled.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g010

(Fig. 8B). In addition, binding of three Fabs to the exposed N-HR
trimer causes some intrinsic perturbations of its structure. For
comparisons of the trimers of N-HR helices we have also used, in
addition to the structures presented here, the structures of the
same antibodies complexed to 5-Helix (3MA9 and 3MAC), as well

Comparison of the Structures of N-HR Trimers in Two
Complexes
As described above, comparison of the two complexes of Fabs
8066 and 8062 with 3-H reveals the differences in the mutual
orientations of an antibody and the long axis of the N-HR trimer
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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are covalently linked to the C-helices that follow them, whereas in
the CCIZN36 they are free.
It seems reasonable for clarity to separate the two sources of the
differences in the structures of the four complexes that are being
compared. The differences in the binding of two antibodies to the
same target (either 3-H or 5-Helix) originate from the differences
in the sequences of their CDRs H2. If we compare the binding of
the corresponding Fabs to two different gp41 mimetics (3-H and 5Helix) separately, we also notice, that the Fab b-sheet framework
in the Fab/3-H trimer complexes is positioned differently in
relation to the 3-fold axis of symmetry of the trimer compared to
the Fab/5-Helix complexes (Fig. 12). These differences are
consistently more significant in the Fab 8062/3-H/5-Helix
complexes then in the Fab 8066/3-H/5-Helix complexes
(Figs. 8C and 12). In the complexes with 3-H the displacement
of the b-sheet framework appears to originate from the close
contacts between the antibodies. They include the interactions
between the L1 variable loop and the loop from the neighboring
Fab in the two 3 Fab/3-H complexes, involving residues around
Ser74 (loop 74, Table S3). This observation is reminiscent of
affinity maturation effects observed previously [23,26]. It has been
noted in previous studies that, besides the gain in favorable
interactions, affinity maturation also results in resolving unfavorable contacts, such as the steric limitations we observed here. In
the complexes with 5-Helix a similar role is played by the C-HR
helices. The contacts of C-helices with Fabs 8066 and 8062 tune
the orientation of each antibody towards 5-Helix.
Superposition of the complexes based on the b-sheet framework
of the antibody demonstrates the differences in the structure of NHR trimers in all four complexes (Fig. 8D) described in detail in
the previous paragraph. In addition, such superposition yields very
interesting results for the comparison of the conformations of the
respective CDRs in the complexes of each antibody with 3-H and
5-Helix. As can be seen in Fig. 13, when two complexes of each
antibody, bound to either 3-H or 5-Helix, are superimposed using
their b-sheet framework as a basis, it results in nearly perfect
alignment of all CDRs, with the exception of the CDRs of the light
chain, which are involved either in interactions with neighboring
antibodies in the complexes with 3-H, or/and in interactions with
C-HR helices in the complexes with 5-Helix (Tables S2, S3). Such
contacts between the neighboring antibodies (or between the
antibody and C-HR helices in 5-Helix) serve as an additional
source of conformational changes displacing the b-sheet framework of the antibodies.

as the crystal structure of the six-helix bundle (6-HB) of gp41 ([24];
PDB code 1AIK). The 3-H construct includes an extra isoleucine
zipper (IZ) which was added at the N terminus of the N36
sequence of gp41 to promote formation of a helical trimer [14]. To
account for any potential impact of IZ on the structure of NHR
trimer we also included in our comparisons the crystal structure of
the 6-HB with a similar GCN4 sequence added to the N terminus
([25]; PDB code 1ENV). An overall comparison of the gp41
structures clearly indicates that there are small but significant
differences between the exposed N-HR trimer structures and those
in which C-HR helices are present (6-HB or 5-Helix). It is
apparent from the comparison of the 6-HB structure, which
includes a GCN4 zipper (1ENV) to the 6-HB that does not have it
(1AIK) or to 5-Helix, that these differences cannot be attributed to
the effect of the IZ zipper (Fig. 11A).
However, when the Fab 8062/3-H complex is compared to the
Fab 8066/3-H complex, the N-HR trimer in the former complex
exhibits a greater degree of twist around the 3-fold symmetry axis
of the trimer (Fig. 11A). As a result, the side chains of the N-HR
helices in the Fab 8062/3-H complex are much more displaced
from their positions in the 6-Helix bundle, when the N-HR trimer
structure from 6-HB (1ENV) is used as a reference, than in Fab
8066/3-H complex (Fig. 11B). This effect is particularly well
illustrated when we use a morphing procedure to show the
perturbations in the structure of N-HR trimers in motion (Movie
S1). In this movie, we are using the structure of N-HR trimer from
6-HB as a starting point, and the coordinates of the corresponding
trimers in the complexes with Fabs 8066 and 8062 as a reference
point and a destination point, respectively. These results are in
good agreement with the modeling conclusions from our previous
study [2], which indicated that a more significant perturbation of
the N-HR trimer was required to form a complex between three
Fabs 8062 and 3-H.

Comparison with 5-Helix (Both gp41 and Fabs)
Some data on comparison of the corresponding Fab complexes
with 5-Helix and 3-H were discussed above. For example, it was
shown that alignment of the four complexes based on the
superposition of three N-HR helices demonstrates that the
orientation of individual Fab molecules towards the long helix of
a trimer varies in all of them (Fig. 8C). However, structural
differences of the C termini of the helices Na and Nb in 5-Helix
and 3-H are partially due to the different internal structure of the
gp41 constructs. In 5-Helix, the C termini of helices Na and Nb

Figure 11. Superposition of the N-HR helices of gp41 in the (Fab)3/3-H complexes and in 6-helix bundles based on the Ca atoms of a
single helix. (A) N-HR helices of the (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex (red), of the (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex (blue), of the 6-helix bundle of gp41 with a GCN4
zipper [25]: PDB code 1ENV (green), and of the 6-helix bundle of gp41 [24]; PDB code 1AIK (orange). (B) Shifts in the positions of the side chains in the
N-HR helices of the 3 Fab 8062/3-Hcomplex (blue) with respect to their counterparts in the (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex (red) and 6-helix bundle (1ENV,
green) indicates a greater degree of twist around the 3-fold axis of symmetry of the trimer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g011
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Figure 12. Superposition of the corresponding Fab 8066 and 8062 complexes with 3-H and 5-Helix based on the Ca coordinates of
three N-HR helices. (A) The (Fab 8066)3/3-H (red) and the Fab 8066/5-Helix (green) complexes. (B) The (Fab 8062)3/3-H (blue) and Fab 8062/5-Helix
(yellow) complexes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g012

from sequential binding of 3 Fabs to one target molecule.
Appearance of the intermediate populated species (3-H trimer
with one and two Fabs bound) during the Fab titration monitored
by analytical ultracentrifugation allowed us to deduce that the
three binding sites are independent (no significant positive or
negative cooperativity effects). The direct observation of molecular
images of 3-H complexes with different stoichiometries by cryoelectron microscopy can also be readily interpreted using the
crystallographic structure (Fig. S5 in File SI). Global analysis of the
complex dissociation isotherms [16], monitored by intrinsic
tryptophan fluorescence, sedimentation equilibrium experiments,
and ITC titrations yielded Kd values for Fab 8066 and Fab 8062
interactions with 3-H that are essentially indistinguishable (4.3 and
4.2 nM, respectively), which is significantly different from the
previously determined Kds for Fab 8066 and Fab 8062 interactions with 5-Helix (,10 nM and 200 nM , respectively [2]).
A detailed, comparative analysis of the structures of two
complexes with 3-H revealed fine, but important differences in
the mutual orientation of the antibody molecule and the trimer of
N-HR helices, as well as the differences in the structure of the
trimer itself. As described above, attempts to recreate the complex
of three Fab 8062 with 3-H from a model, containing one N-HR
helix and a single Fab 8062 molecule with a relative orientation of

Discussion
The profound differences in the biological activities of the Fabs
8066 and 8062 were difficult to explain by comparing the
structures of their complexes with 5-Helix. It has been previously
shown that deactivation of gp41 in vivo is a slow, reversible process
that is dependent on chemokine receptor binding to Env, and that
the exposed N-HR trimer remains accessible to inhibitors until the
final conformational changes in gp41 that lead to formation of the
6-HB have taken place [27]. This observation suggests that
binding of more than one antibody to the N-HR trimer may
potentiate inhibition of fusion. Our previous modeling efforts
which were based on the structures of the complexes of the two
Fabs with 5-Helix led to conclusions that the binding of three
molecules of Fab 8066 to a N-HR trimer could be accomplished
without significant steric clashes, whereas the binding of multiple
Fab 8062 molecules seemed more problematic. We have chosen a
different gp41 mimetic ((CCIZN36)3, here called 3-H), which
presents the exposed N-terminal trimeric coiled coil, in order to
obtain experimental structural and biophysical data on the
complexes of gp41 with multiple antibodies. Binding studies of
the complexes between 3-H and Fabs 8066 and 8062 were
complicated by the very high affinity of the interactions
(Kd,10 nM), as well as saturation and statistical effects arising

Figure 13. Pairwise comparison of all CDRs in a single antibody. The complexes of Fabs 8066 (A) and 8062 (B) with 3-H and 5-Helix were
superimposed using the Ca traces of the b-sheet frameworks of the variable domains. N-HR helices and CDR loops of the (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex
are shown in red, of the 8066/5-Helix complex are in green, of the (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex are in blue, and of the 8062/5-Helix complex are in yellow.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078187.g013
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on the conformation of CDR-H2, L3 and L1 conformations. Thus
neither of these two antigen-mimetics adequately represents all the
structural features of the pre-hairpin intermediate of gp41 and the
combination of both may be required for successful selection and
further optimization of neutralizing antibodies. Comparison of the
binding affinities of an antibody towards antigen-mimetics of gp41
that contain an NH trimer in the absence or presence of one or
two C-helices would show whether such antibody retains its high
affinity during the intermediate stages of the six-helix bundle
formation. As unambiguously shown in this study, such data would
provide a good criterion for the selection of potentially neutralizing
antibodies.
The importance of structural information in immunogen design
is further supported by a growing body of evidence that extensive
selection procedures are required for isolation of biologically
relevant active fraction of antibodies generated either by natural
selection in the infected individual [30] or in the immunization
efforts [31].

Fab 8066 bound to 3-H, applying crystallographic symmetry
operations of either complexes, were not successful (Fig. 9). This
result indicates that differences in the structures of two complexes
are essential and required for the tight fit of CDR H2 of Fab 8062.
These adjustments in the orientation of the individual antibody
molecules upon binding to 3-H reflect intrinsic properties of the
two Fabs. They directly correlate with changes in the structure of
the antigen and can be achieved as a consequence of the flexible
nature of 3-H as opposed to 5-Helix, that is more rigid due to the
presence of the C-HR helices. These data explain well the
differences in the binding constants of Fab 8062 to 5-Helix vs. 3H. Pairwise comparison of the structures of the two antibodies
bound to the same antigen shows that consistently larger
rearrangements are required for the successful complex formation
of Fab 8062.
The lack of neutralization activity for Fab 8062 indicates that an
optimized fit of the antibody and the required changes in the
structure of the antigen cannot be achieved (or sustained) for the 3
Fab 8062/3-H complex formation in the context of viral entry.
One can propose a number of potential explanations for this
finding. Most likely as part of the gp41 protein in the context of the
functional envelope, a trimer of N-HR helices is subjected to
significant conformational constraints. The kinetics of gp120
dissociation may potentially also play a role, as a recent cryo-EM
study has shown that in the cross-linked gp140 structure, the gp41
pre-hairpin intermediate exhibits a much more expanded N-HR
trimer structure than that previously observed in the 6-HB and in
this study [28]. It is also possible that the actual formation of 6-HB
restricts the conformational space available to the pre-hairpin
intermediate of gp41. It is evident from the structural data
presented here that binding of C-HR helices prohibits changes in
N-HR trimer structure, and given the fact that the exact timing of
the events that comprise the HIV entry process is not known, it is
conceivable that C-HR helices may bind in sequential manner,
thus preventing the N-HR trimer structure from changing [27]. In
this case some antibodies that were generated against N-HR
trimer, such as Fab 8062, which adopted the binding mode with
high affinity due to the induced conformational changes in the
antigen, are at a disadvantage. This conclusion is in agreement
with the findings by Zwick and colleagues [29] which showed that
a combination of gp41 mimetics was required to isolate
neutralizing antibodies against gp41. Therefore, our structural
results indicate that high affinity of an antibody towards both gp41
mimetics that contain C-helices and to the exposed N-HR trimer
might be the key feature defining this antibody as potentially
biologically active molecule.
A comparison of the complexes consisting of (Fabs 8062)3/3-H
and (Fab 8066)3/3-H indicates that the extensive interaction
interface of CDR-H2 dominates complex formation to the point
that the architecture of the whole complex is changed to
accommodate differences in the CDR-H2 conformation. The 3H is flexible enough to accommodate such a change, which results
in very high affinity binding of Fab 8062. However the fact that
Fab 8062 shows no neutralizing activity clearly demonstrates that,
in the context of an intact virus, the pre hairpin-intermediate
cannot adapt to Fab 8062 as easily as to Fab 8066, making this
mode of binding not biologically relevant. Thus Fab 8062
represents a dead-end of the antibody evolution. Using a more
rigid target antigen for CDR-H2 optimization that does not allow
such significant structure perturbations to take place (such as 5Helix) would have eliminated Fab 8062 from the affinity optimized
antibody pool. On the other hand, since 5-Helix allows for only
one Fab binding, it eliminates the constraints imposed by the
binding of the neighboring Fabs in the (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification
The gene sequence encoding the CCIZN36 peptide (corresponding to residues 546–582 of HIV-1 gp41 [14]) was subcloned
into a modified pET-32a vector [32] to form a thioredoxin fusion
protein with a His6 tag, and was expressed in the Escherichia coli
strain BL21(DE3) (Novagen, La Jolla, CA). The construct was
verified by DNA sequencing and the molecular mass of the
expressed fusion protein (24779.562.1 Da) was verified by
electrospray mass spectrometry. E. coli transformed with the
CCIZN36 vector was grown in Luria Bertani medium at 37uC,
induced with 1 mM isopropyl D-thiogalactopyranoside at
A600 = 0.8, and harvested by centrifugation 3 h following
induction. After harvesting, the cell pellet was resuspended in
50 ml (per liter of culture) of 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 6 M
guanidinium HCl and 10 mM imidazole; the suspension was
lysed by sonication and centrifuged at 16,000 g for 20 min. The
supernatant fraction was loaded onto a Ni-NTA column (5 ml;
QIAGEN, Germantown, MD) washed with 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4,
1 M NaCl, and 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and the
fusion protein was digested with thrombin (10 NIH units/mg of
protein). The CCIZN36 peptide was eluted with pH gradient from
the starting buffer to 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2, 200 mM
NaCl, and further purified by reverse-phase HPLC using PROTO
C4 semi-preparative column (Higgins Analytical, Inc., Mountain
View, CA) and size exclusion chromatography using Superdex-75
gel filtration column (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) equilibrated
with 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2, 200 mM NaCl. The
molecular mass of the purified 3-H (22674.8622.8) was verified
using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Fig. S1 in File SI).
Recombinant mini-antibodies were obtained as described
previously [7]. Antibodies were further purified by size exclusion
chromatography using a Superdex-200 column (GE Healthcare,
Waukesha, WI) eluting with 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2,
200 mM NaCl, and peak fractions were pooled and concentrated.
The masses of the heavy (26281.763.5 Da for 8062, and
26278.063.5 Da for 8066) and the light (22624.263.3 Da) chains
were verified by electrospray mass spectrometry.
3 Fab/3-H complexes for crystallization trials were produced by
mixing dilute purified 3-H with purified Fabs, followed by
fractionation on Superdex-200 column (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) in 20 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.2, 200 mM NaCl, peak
fractions corresponding to the complex were pooled and
concentrated.
12
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of data analysis (see Fig. S2 in File SI for actual molar signal
increments).

Sedimentation Velocity
Sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out at 25.0uC
and 50,000 rpm on a Beckman Coulter ProteomeLab XL-I
analytical ultracentrifuge following standard protocols [33].
Absorbance (230 or 280 nm) and Rayleigh interference (655 nm)
scans were collected at approximately 7 minute intervals and data
were analyzed in SEDFIT 14.1 [34] in terms of a continuous c(s)
distribution with a resolution of 0.05 S and a confidence level 0.68.
Scan file time-stamps were corrected [35] and good fits were
obtained with r.m.s.d. values corresponding to typical instrument
noise values. The solution density (r) and viscosity (g) were
determined experimentally at 20.000uC on an Anton-Paar DMA
5000 density meter and 20.00uC using an Anton Paar AMVn
rolling ball viscometer, respectively and corrected to values at
25.0uC. Protein partial specific volumes were calculated in
SEDNTERP 1.09 [36] based on the amino acid composition.
All samples were prepared in 10 mM MES, 150 mM NaCl
(pH 5.6) and studied at various loading concentrations. Sedimentation coefficients were corrected to standard conditions, s20,w and
weighted average sedimentation coefficient sw isotherms were
generated by integrating the c(s) distributions. Protein extinction
coefficients at 280 nm and interference signal increments at 655
were calculated based on the amino acid composition in SEDFIT
14.1 [37].

Procedures for Cryo-electron Microscopy
Fab 8066/3-H complexes purified by gel filtration were
deposited on Quantifoil R22 grids, blotted at 100% humidity
and plunge-frozen in an FEI Mark III Vitrobot into a container of
liquid ethane cooled by liquid nitrogen using standard procedures
for vitrification as described previously [28]. The frozen grids were
imaged in a FEI Titan Krios electron microscope at an electron
dose of ,20 electrons/Å2, with the microscope operated at 80 kV.
Projection images were recorded using a Falcon II detector.

Crystallographic Procedures
Crystallization of the (Fab 8066)3/3-H and (Fab 8062)3/3-H
complexes was carried out by the hanging drop, vapor diffusion
method. The (Fab 8066)3/3-H complex was concentrated to
7 mg/ml in 20 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 5.2, also containing
0.2 M NaCl. The reservoir solution contained 15% PEG4000
with 0.2 M ammonium sulfate in 0.1 M sodium citrate buffer
pH 5.5. Each drop contained 1 ml of protein and 1 ml of reservoir
solution. The crystals grew to their maximum size of ,0.2 mm in
4 to 5 days. The (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex was treated in a same
way. Diffraction data for both complexes were collected using
synchrotron radiation at the SER-CAT ID-22 beamline at the
APS, Argonne National Laboratory, from one crystal each, and
were processed with HKL2000 [40]. Data resolution for the (Fab
8066)3/3-H and (Fab 8062)3/3-H complexes was 2.8 and 3.0 Å,
respectively (Table 1). The structure of the (Fab 8066)3/3-H
complex was solved by molecular replacement with the program
PHASER [41] in two steps. In the first step a partial search model
was generated from the structure of the Fab 8066/5-Helix
complex (PDB ID 3MA9). One inner N-HR helix from the 5Helix bundle and the variable domains of the light and heavy
chains were used to search the (Fab 8066)3/3-H diffraction data.
In the second step, the constant domains of Fab 8066 were located
using the corresponding domains from the Fab 8066/5-Helix
complex as the search model. The structure was completed
through a number of cycles of refinement with REFMAC5 [42]
and rebuilding with COOT [20]. The refined structure of the (Fab
8066)3/3-H complex was used to generate the search models to
solve the structure of the (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex in two steps,
with similar procedures used for subsequent refinement and model
building. The statistics for data collection and structure refinement
are listed in Table 1. The coordinates and structure factors for the
(Fab 8066)3/3-H and (Fab 8062)3/3-H complexes have been
deposited in the Protein Data Bank with IDs 4KHT and 4KHX,
respectively.

Determination of the Binding Affinities
Isothermal titration calorimetry data were collected using a VPITC titration calorimeter (MicroCal, GE Healthcare, Waukesha,
WI.). All samples were prepared in 10 mM MES, 150 mM NaCl,
pH 5.6. Raw data were baseline corrected and integrated in
NITPIC 0.7.7 beta [38], and exported for analysis into
SEDPHAT 10.55b [39]. Isothermal titration calorimetry data
were plotted in GUSSI 1.0.4 U (https:/sedfitsedphat.nibib.nih.
gov/software). All experiments were carried out at 25.0uC.
Fluorescence intensity data for dilution series of the purified
complexes of (Fab)3/3-H complexes were collected with a
FluoroMax-3 (HORIBA Scientific, Edison, NJ) instrument at
325 and 355 nm, using an excitation wavelength of 280 nm.
Buffer conditions were the same as those utilized in the
sedimentation velocity experiments (see above). Differences
between the 325 nm and 355 nm data were calculated and used
for analysis – studies on the individual components were used to
determine fluorescent signal increments SI325–355 (Fig. S2 in File
SI). Due to the negative value of SI325–355 for the 3-H,
fluorescence data for the study of the interaction were corrected
for contributions from the individual components resulting in
isotherms that contain only signal contributions that arise from
binding. Data were analyzed in SEDHAT 10.55b in terms of an
A+B+B+B = AB + B + B = ABB + B = ABBB model with 3
symmetric sites and a macroscopic K. The analyses assumed the
following: (i) no positive or negative cooperativity with log10(Ka2/
Ka1) = 20.47710 and log10(Ka3/Ka1) = 20.95420 where Ka1, Ka2
and Ka3 represent the macroscopic equilibrium constants for the
binding of the first, second and third antibody; (ii) identical
enthalpies describing antibody binding at all sites irrespective of
occupancy with DH(AB)B – DH(AB) = DH(ABB)B - DH(AB)B = 0
where DH(AB), DH(AB)B and DH(ABB)B represent the reaction
enthalpy for the binding of the first, second and third antibody and
(iii) a complex macroscopic signal change SI325–355 per binding
interface that is identical for each antibody binding event with
SI325–355 ABB/SI325–355 AB = SI325–355 ABBB/SI325–355 AB = 1.
As data were corrected for SI325–355 contributions from the 3-H
and antibody and molar signal increments cannot be set to zero,
these were set to a very small number (namely 1) for the purposes
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Supporting Information
File SI Five supporting figures and three supporting
tables. Figure S1, SDS-PAGE of purified CCIZN36
disulfide-linked trimer under non-reducing and reducing conditions. Lane1, low molecular weight standards (GE
Healthcare, Waukesha, WI), Lane 2, purified 3-H under nonreducing conditions (molecular weight 22674.8622.8 Da verified
using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry), Lane 3, purified 3-H
under reducing conditions (molecular weight of the monomer
7559.862.5 Da and dimer 15123.6639.0 Da verified using
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry). Figure S2, Fluorescence
signal increments. 325 and 355 nm fluorescence emission
intensity differences for (A) the 3-H and (B) the 8062 (blue) and
8066 (red) antibodies as a function of loading concentration.
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Fluorescence signal increments, SI325–355 of 22.5261011 M21,
2.6861010 M21 and 1.1261011 M21 are determined for the 3-H,
8062 and 8066 antibodies, respectively. Figure S3, Crystal
packing of the (Fab)3/3-H complexes. (A) Complexes of Fab
8066 are aligned ‘‘head to tail’’. Each asymmetric unit contains
one Fab and one N-HR helix (shown in different colors). (B)
Helices of 3-H trimers form an infinite helix in the crystal.
Hydrogen bonds between different 3-H trimers are shown in
black. Figure S4, Superposition of the (Fab 8066)3/3-H
complex (red) and (Fab 8062)3/3-H complex (blue). The
superposition was based on Ca atoms of a b-sheet framework of
the variable domain of a single Fab. Figure S5, Selected
examples of a single projection molecular images. The
putative occupancies of Fab 8066 bound to the gp41 trimer are 1
(A), 2 (B), or 3 (C). Projection views of the crystallographically
determined structure of the gp41-8066 complex are shown to
mimic the orientation of the selected molecular images. The
molecular structures shown in panels A and B were generated by
removing either two copies or one copy, respectively of the 8066
Fab fragment, while the structure shown in panel C is that of the
intact trimer with the bound Fab 8066. The orientations of the
complexes were adjusted manually to show the best agreement
with the electron microscopic images. Table S1, Residue
numbering of gp41 N-helices in 3 Fab/(CCIZN36)3
complexes, Fab/5-Helix complexes and native fulllength gp41. For the 5-Helix complex with Fab 8066 helices
are highlighted with gray boxes and residues not visible in the
electron density map are shown in small letters. For the 3 Fab/
(CCIZN36)3 complexes the helices are continuous and all residues
are visible. Table S2, Antigen-antibody interactions, all
with helix A (Na in 5-Helix), except where indicated,

helix B is Nc in 5-Helix, C helix residues in italics,
Hydrophobic contacts in bold, *Hydrogen bonds/polar
contacts. Table S3, Antibody-antibody contacts in 3
8066/(CCIZN36)3 and 3 8062/(CCIZN36)3. Hydrophobic
contacts in bold, *Hydrogen bonds/polar contacts.
(PDF)
Movie S1 Changes in the structure of the N-trimer
induced by the antibody binding. The orientation of the Ntrimer in the crystal structure of a six-helix bundle of gp41, shown
in yellow (PDB code 1ENV, C-helices are shown in white) is used
as a starting point. The morphing procedure is applied to the Ntrimer from the 6-HB to adopt the orientation of the N-trimer in
the complex with Fab 8062 that is used as the destination point
(green). The corresponding trimer in the complex with Fab 8066
(shown in red) is used as a reference point. The N-trimers from
three structures are superimposed using the Ca coordinates of a
single N helix. The side chains are added stepwise as sticks of the
corresponding colors.
(MOV)
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